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Editor’s Message – Paul Bishop 
Perhaps the most newsworthy item to report is 
that the “club picnic” held on Sunday 
September 30 was an overwhelming success, 
even though drizzle prompted a change in 
venue.  Instead of meeting in the steel building 
at Bishop’s as we’ve done in the past, we 
moved to the house to have a bit more comfort.  
There were at least 20 people present and “a 
good time was had by all”.  Chris Puccini 
provided the meat dish – pulled pork.  Chris 
knows how to prepare meat!  There was no 
shortage of salads, vegetables, devil eggs and 
desserts.  THANKS to all who attended.  Current 
President, Nate Krizek re-established the club 
picnic tradition and was very deliberate in 
getting things organized.  Thanks Nate! 

The 2018 International Fall Grand will be hosted 
by Cajun HRC and is set for October 6-10.  The 
test site is near the community of Opelousas, 
Louisiana.  Dane Johnson will be running a 
dozen dogs and Paul Bishop will be judging.  
Dane left on Sunday September 30 for “the trip 
south” and will join several other professional 
trainers for about a week of pre-grand training. 

As mentioned in previous newsletters, The 
GPHRC 2019 hunt test is confirmed for Saturday 
May 18 and Sunday May 19.  When you get 
your 2019 day-planner, please mark your 
calendars.  The Friday afternoon of May 17 will 
be set-up day.  Pending something unforeseen, 
the hunt test will be held on the Gideon 
property near Wood River as we’ve done in the 
past. 

The early teal season has closed and based on 
verbal accounts of many members it was an 
“above average season”.  The duck season will 
open on October 6 in the low plains and high 
plains (Zone 2) but not until October 25 (Zone 
3).  The Zone 1 season which includes countries 
in the extreme north central to northeast part 
of the state begins on October 13.  The Zone 4 
region which includes most of the Rainwater 
Basis “public areas” begins on October 6.  
Although a master’s degree in geography or 
cartology is not a pre-requisite for hunting 
waterfowl in Nebraska, it is wise to have a copy 
of Waterfowl Guide issued by the Nebraska 
Game and Parks Commission.  Zones are 
sometimes separated by county roads rather 
than major highways or county lines.  It’s best 
to know the exact boundary lines for zones and 
careful reading of Waterfowl Guide can resolve 
most location issues. 

Agencies and organization that are responsible 
for monitoring duck populations and habitat 
conditions have published reports for the 2018 
season.  Drier conditions in the Dakotas and 
southern Canada has led to a decline in 
breeding duck numbers.  Among the agencies 
that have published data, it appears that total 
duck numbers have declined from 47 million in 
2017to 41 million 2018.  Although the 6 million 
decline is problematic, the 2018 population of 
41 million ducks is about 15% greater than the 
60-year long term average. 

The Northern Pintail, Blue-winged Teal and 
Green-winged teal registered the greatest 
population decline between 2017 and 2018 -
18%, 18%, and 16% respectively.  The decline of 



the Northern Pintail is the greatest concern 
because its population is 40% below the 60-year 
long term average.  Both Blue-winged and 
Green-winged Teal populations are above the 
60-year long term average. 

The Mallard population declined 12% between 
2017 and 2018 --- from 10.5 million in 2017 to 
9.3 million in 2018.  The 2018 population is 
about 17% above the 60-year long term 
average. 

Taken together, the data shows that most 
species declined in population between 2017 
and 2018.  But despite the decline, most species 
are at or above the 60-year long average.  
Hence the 2018 season ought to “pretty good”. 

How to Feed Your Dog 
Every hunting dog owner has a belief and 
routine for feeding their hunting companion.  
Purina nutritionists recommend a “30/20” dog 
food formula – 30% protein-20% fat – year-
round.  According to the Purina nutritionists, a 
high protein-high fat diet is best because it 
“primes” your dog’s metabolism to efficiently 
convert nutrients to energy for work. 
 
The Purina nutritionists emphasized feeding the 
30-20 dog food “year-a-round”.  Apparently, 
it takes about 60 days for a dog’s digestive 
system and metabolism to efficiently use a new 
blend of dog food.  Simply said, “stick to a diet”. 
 
Another question often ask by dog owners is 
“When to feed?”.  For optimal nutrient uptake, 
Purina nutritionists recommend feeding the dog 
after the hunt and after the dog has cooled 
down.  The reason is simple. Digestion can take 
up to 12 hours. Feeding that dog an excellent 
meal the night before an upcoming day of hard 
hunting allows that food to digest. The protein, 
fat and calories can become available to burn.  
Sled dog racers like to feed their dogs as early 
as possible the evening before a hard day on 
the trail to give the food even more time to 

digest and be available to use as energy the 
following day. 
 
Feeding your dog on the morning of the hunt 
can be counter-productive.  According to the 
Purina Nutritionists, morning food won’t digest 
fast enough or efficiently enough to be used as 
energy.  The food will sit in the gut, unavailable 
for the dog’s use, and drawing blood away from 
the dog’s muscles and to its stomach.  
Furthermore, a morning feeding could cause 
bowel torsion and bloating issues.  If the dog is 
already on a morning feeding routine, consider 
providing a much smaller serving and provide 
the serving as early as possible. 
 
Should you feed your dog during the hunt?  The 
recommendation of the Purina Nutritionists is 
similar to the recommendation about morning 
feeding.  Simply said, a small snack (1/4 cup) 
during the hunt probably won’t hunt anything 
but it won’t help the dog’s performance.  The 
snack serving needs time to digest before it is 
ready to serve as energy. 
 
The Purina Nutritionists also commented on 
weather conditions in relation to feeding.  Cold 
air, and wet, damp or snowy days, increase your 
dog’s energy needs. For example, for each 10-
degree F drop in ambient temperature, you 
should increase the dog’s calories-per-day 
intake by about 7.5 percent.  For example, if 
you’re feeding 4 cups a day at 50 degrees, a 
drop to 20 degrees would suggest a 22.5 
percent calorie intake increase, or just about 
one more cup. 

The “No Go” Problem 
The “no go” in the retrieving world is about like 
the race horse that won’t leave the starting 
gate.  When the handler places his hand over 
the dog’s head and says “BACK”, the dog 
remains in place – won’t move forward in the 
direction of the bird. No-goes occur more often 
with a blind rather than a marked retrieve.  So, 
what causes this and what is a handler to do to 
solve it? 



The causes are many and varied according to 
most professional trainers who have written on 
the topic.  John Dahl contends that most often 
the dog is confused or if not confused 
apprehensive – fearful of making a mistake. 
Perhaps “corrections in the field” have 
countered balanced the desire to “get the 
reward” of the downed bird.  So, the dog just 
emits an avoidance behavior and “won’t go”.  
Lots of trainers are inclined to consider what is 
causing the problem and then adjust training 
procedures to resolve the problem.  Procedures 
for resolving the “no go” problem are reported 
below and are based on the recommendation of 
John Dahl which are published in Retriever 
Trouble Shooting: Strategies and Solutions to 
Retriever Training Problems. 

According to Dahl, one of the most critical 
aspects of training is to be constantly “reading 
your dog” in order to see glitches when they 
first occur and “nip it” before it becomes a 
problem.  For example, if the handler observes 
a “no go” and believes that the dog is just 
confused (cognitive processing capacity is 
overloaded) consider making the task simpler.  
Step forward several steps and send again.  In 
the process of simplifying the task by walking 
toward the downed bird, the dog can “clear his 
mind” of other stimuli and re-connect to the 
task to be performed.  Re-send the dog using 
the placement, hand prompt, and “back” 
command as typically done from the new 
retrieving line. 

Dahl cautions handlers not be punitive with 
corrections in the field.  Some dogs will 
associate the field with the occurrence of 
pressure or punishment.  In order to avoid the 
pressure or punishment, the dog will simply 
avoid going into the field.  If the dog is 
projecting a “worried demeanor”, eliminate or 
“lighten-up” correction in the field.  Consider 
calling the dog back to the retrieving ling, 

simplify the task and re-send rather than using 
strong correction in the field. 

But what about the well-trained dog that has 
taken off enthusiastically but suddenly starts to 
emit the “no go” behavior?  Dahl contends that 
most often “too much pressure in the field” is 
the cause of this phenomenon.  Hence the 
handler will have to create the notion in the 
dog’s head that the “worst thing that can 
happen” takes place behind the retrieving line.  
Simply the dog needs to internalize that “bad 
things happen if I stay at the retrieving line, but 
my reward is out in the field”.  Dahl 
recommends “forcing on back” while 
restraining the dog on a lead or cord while 
giving pressure from the e-collar or a few swats 
with the training stick.  The following scenario 
was cited: 

You send your presumably well-trained 
dog on a blind retrieve.  He sits there 
like a dummy.  Do blow up and begin 
cussing him out?  Let’s hope not!  
Rather take the dog off the retrieving 
line in a calm and deliberate manner 
and put a short lead on him and then 
heel calmly to the line.  When reaching 
the line.  Command “sit” then back-up a 
step or two heeling your dog with you.  
While restraining your dog, command 
“BACK” simultaneously administering e-
collar pressure.  Release him to go 
when he is struggling to go in order to 
turn off the collar pressure. 

It is important to understand the level and type 
of correction to be employed to resolve “no 
goes”.  Most retrievers who have been properly 
collar conditioned will happily respond to the 
mildest level of collar correction.  Forcing on 
“BACK” to counter the “no go”, however, 
requires elevating the level of pressure.  E-collar 
pressure will have to somewhat uncomfortable.  
The dog must internalize that a failure to go 
when sent will result in a repeat of the 



uncomfortable pressure.  The pressure should 
not be abusive but it must be at the exact 
intensity to get the desired result, and no more.  
The handler should pair in a precise way the 
“struggling in order to go” with the release of 
the short lead and discontinuation of the collar 
pressure. 

Reference:  Dahl, J., & A. (2006). Retriever 
trouble shooting: Strategies & solutions to 
retriever training problems. Minoqua, WI: 
Willow Creek Press. 

2018 Early Teal Season Photographs 
 

 

 “Kimber” owned by Chris Puccini. 

 

“Millie” owned by Paul Bishop. 

 

“Belle” owned by Lynn Quadhamer. 
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